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Forget the sequins,
cummerbund's, and fancy
shoes!  The Scott Family
Amazeum is hosting an
UnGala for adults to
explore, experiment, and
discover.  Wear your t-
shirt, your shorts and
your favorite sneakers.  
Bring your team, dress
down and have the most
fun you have had since
you were a kid.

Past Experiences

Robot Battles
-

Culinary exploration
-

Giant oobleck pool
-

 Screen printing
-

Food trucks
-

Cocktails
-

Pewter casting
-

Soldering 
-

Ball pits
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It’s NOT that

kind of party!!



Give a little.

Make aBIGimpact.

Your support of the Scott Family Amazeum is an
investment in the future. It helps ensure that our
community has access to hands-on learning
opportunities that inspire a lifelong passion for
science and technology. By sponsoring, you
contribute to the development of critical thinking
skills, creativity, and a scientific mindset that will
propel our community forward by creating
innovative leaders.
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Collaborating with the Amazeum can provide unique marketing
opportunities any brand. Supporters gain exposure through event
sponsorships, co-branded promotions, or acknowledgment in
museum materials. This exposure can help increase brand visibility
and reach new audiences.  Additional benefits of supporting the
Amazeum include:

Being a part of local networking and team building events.
Direct impact on quality of life offerings to the local community.
Demonstrates brand commitment to investing in local educational
efforts.

Make your mark!  Support the Scott Family Amazeum in creating a
legacy of curiosity and learning.

Examples of Branding
Opportunities

Food Truck Sponsorship
Audio/video Support
Exhibit Sponsorship
Experience Sponsorship
Event Sustainability

Marketing Opportunities
Social media
Signage at event
Print ads
Product placement

Show Your Brand.
Show Your Support.
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